
HELL WEEK - Class 123 
 
An excerpt from You Want Us to do What?! by Jeff Krause published by NavySEALs.com 

 
Phase I of Navy SEAL Training is eight weeks long.  The first three weeks are meant to tear 
down an individual physically.  The goal is complete physical fatigue.  The fourth week, 
affectionately known as “Hell Week”, is designed to rid the class of any who were on the verge of 
quitting by the end of the first three weeks.  The final four weeks is an attempt to rebuild the 
individuals who stayed with the program through the first four weeks.  Training during the final 
four weeks is designed to make the class physically stronger and harder. 
 
Phase I for Class 123 began on a Monday in January of 1983.  It began at 0400, as it did every 
day, with PT.  This first PT consisted of the SEAL P.T. Qualification Test, again!  We had taken 
that same test during boot camp to qualify for SEALs Training, but more recently we had done it 
once a week during pre-training.  Everyone, with four notable exceptions, was ready for the test. 
 
The four notable exceptions were four students from Kenya, Africa who showed up for that first 
day of Phase I training.  The PT test brought out the fact that two of the Kenyans couldn’t swim.  
There was no way those two could continue in BUD/S training. 
 
The other two, Njenga and Kabui, managed to pass the swim with considerable difficulty, and 
were marginal, but the Commanding Officer of BUD/S decided to let them continue through 
training for as long as possible. 
 
Njenga and Kabui would not only be with the class at graduation six months later, but they turned 
into some of the best swimmers in our class.  They were not THE best, but they were solidly in 
the top half.  That’s pretty impressive considering their performance on the first PT test. 
 
In Phase I one quickly learns that the instructors are looking for “motivation” both on an 
individual basis and as a class.  We learned to sing all kinds of songs!  When the going really got 
rough and a student started feeling sorry for himself, or his buddy started feeling sorry for 
himself, he would start singing and the class would join in.  We’d sing songs as a class to pick up 
everyone’s spirits.  This helped motivate everyone to keep going. 
 
If the instructors saw an unmotivated class feeling sorry for itself they knew how to turn up the 
pressure to make things twice as bad as they already were.  We either started singing or things got 
very very bad in a hurry.  We found it to our advantage to act motivated even when we weren’t.  
No matter how bad it got, we learned that things were only half as bad as they could be.  That’s 
enough to motivate almost anybody. 
 
For the next six months we would double-time, as a class, everywhere we went.  Double-time is a 
run faster than a trot but not as fast as a sprint.  We double-timed to each meal, to each evolution, 
to everywhere we went. 
 
We would greet every instructor, as a class, with the traditional, “Hoo-yah Instructor So-and-So” 
(whatever his name).  Failure to do so, or a mix up in seniority of instructors, and the class would 
“get wet.”  As I mentioned earlier, every BUD/S class wants to stay dry for as long as possible 
every day.  For winter BUD/S classes, such as Class 123, this I particularly important. 
 
The words, “Sunny Southern California,” go so well together that they conjure up visions of a 



tropical paradise.  Sure, there are palm trees and the climate in San Diego is probably the best in 
the continental United States, but that does not mean that the air and water remain warm all year 
round.  Of course, it never gets as cold as Michigan in January, but the temperature often is in the 
thirties or low forties at 0400 hours in January and February.  The water temperature stabilizes in 
the low fifties.  The constant ocean breeze, which is heavenly for most of the year, brings on 
uncontrollable shivers for the cold and wet.  Even air temperatures in the fifties could be 
exceptionally cold when we were wet and the strong breeze blew right through us. 
 
“To get wet,” was to become cold and wet and shiver for as long as it took our clothes to dry out.  
There were only two possible sets of clothes to get wet in.  One was the navy swimming trunks.  
The other was the fatigue shirt, fatigue trousers, and combat boots.  There was NEVER, a time 
when jackets were allowed. 
 
Cold and wet is a tradition with the winter classes.  It is inevitable.  There is no way to avoid it.  
You WILL be cold and wet during BUD/S training.  I expect that summer classes have their own 
nemesis, but for Class 123 the cold and wet was responsible for more dropouts than any other 
single condition.  Only those who wanted to be SEALs above all else were able to tolerate it. 
 
 
The regiment during the first three weeks of Phase I followed, more or less, the following routine: 
 
0400-0600       PHYSICAL TRAINING 
 
Dawn is usually the coldest part of the day, so the program is designed to get the blood pumping 
with two hours of grueling PT and general harassment from the instructors.  There was always a 
garden hose hooked up at the PT site which the instructors would use to hose us down as they 
walked through the ranks while we did PT.  Everyone was thoroughly soaked every morning 
during PT. 
 
0600-0730       BREAKFAST & CLEANUP 
 
We changed into dry crisp inspection uniforms and spit shined jungle boots and we cleaned the 
barracks for morning inspection. 
 
0730-0800       UNIFORM INSPECTION & BARRACKS INSPECTION 
 
To flunk either inspection was to “get wet” again and probably stay that way for the rest of the 
day. 
 
0800-0900       CLASS 
 
First Aid or some other subject.  This was a pleasant hour if we weren’t wet. 
 
0900-1100       PHYSICAL EVOLUTIONS 
 
1100-1200       LUNCH 
 
1200-1400       PHYSICAL EVOLUTIONS 
 
Physical evolutions could be anything physically stressing.  Common evolutions included long 
distance soft sand runs; a trip or two around the obstacle course; a two mile timed run; a two mile 



timed swim; surf passage; and, some type of pool training. 
 
1400-1630       PHYSICAL EVOLUTIONS 
 
More of the above.  A description of these evolution follows this schedule. 
 
1630-0400       LIBERTY for all non-duty section students.  
 
Those students on duty would spend all night at the BUD/S compound. 
 
A “conditioning hike” was a long-distance soft sand run on the beach in class formation led by an 
instructor.  The class would have to sing constantly to show the instructor that it was motivated.  
As we ran up and down the sand berm, mile after mile, we sang traditional BUD/S songs: 
 
·        want to be a SEAL Tem Ranger: 
 
·        Live a life of sex and danger: 
 
·        C-130 rolling down strip: 
 
·        SEAL team going on a one-way trip; 
 
·        Stand-up, hook-up, shuffle to the door; 
 
·        Jump right out, and you’re off to war. 
 
Everyone was expected to stay in formation and the formation was expected to keep up with the 
instructor.  If an individual failed to keep up with the class formation, the instructors trailing the 
formation would take him somewhere away from the class to become part of the dreaded “goon 
squad”. 
 
As a member of the goon squad one would still have to run, but only after getting wet and rolling 
in the sand, stuffing sand into his pants and down into his crotch, and massaging sand into his 
scalp to become a “sugar cookie”.  The “sugar cookies” would then have to finish their sand run.  
They would finish well after the rest of the class and would often have no time to get cleaned up 
before the next evolution.  It paid to keep up with the formation.  During the first three weeks, 
there was usually a conditioning hike everyday.  Sometimes the “hike” was in the morning, 
sometimes in the afternoon, and sometimes right before we went home in the evening. 
 
The obstacle course consisted of about fifteen different obstacles.  We were required to run it as 
fast as possible.  If an instructor thought someone wasn’t putting maximum effort into the course, 
that person would have to get wet and start over. 
 
There was always a timed obstacle course run each week.  The penalty for failing to complete the 
course in the maximum time allowed was to receive a “deficiency chit.”  If an individual received 
enough deficiency chits, it was cause to be dropped from training. 
 
Each week, each member of the class would be timed on a two-mile soft sand run.  The run was 
made in fatigues and combat boots.  Again, failure to complete the run within the specified time 
limit resulted in a deficiency chit. 
 



Each week each member of the class would be timed on a two-mile ocean swim (with fins).  For 
these swims students were paired for safety.  Students were never allowed more than six feet 
away from their swim buddy at any time.  Failure of a swim pair to complete the swim within the 
maximum allowed time, or if the swim pair separated by more than six feet, both students would 
receive chits. 
 
Surf passage was an interesting physical evolution.  Upon starting Phase I, our class was divided 
into “boat crews.”  Each boat crew consisted of six or seven people and one IBS (Inflatable Boat, 
Small).  The object of surf passage is for each boat crew to paddle out from the shore, through the 
surf zone, and back again.  That sounds easy enough! 
 
During January and February of 1983 the coast of southern California was affected by a severe 
storm.  During the worst of it the surf in some areas reached ten and twelve feet measured on the 
backside of the waves.  The faces of the breaking waves can sometimes be twice the height of the 
surf.  Several piers were destroyed by the pounding surf.  The surf at BUD/S averaged six to 
seven feet.  Bulldozers had constructed twelve foot sounds of beach sand between the BUD/S 
compound and the ocean.  The surf was booming!  Near the beach the ground would shake when 
the huge breakers pounded the beach.  Even from where we stood inside the BUD/S compound, 
we could hear the surf and see the white water splash over the berm.  The big breakers were 
affectionately known as “Kahunas.” 
 
We spent hour after hour, day after day, paddling out through the surf zone.  Everyday, there 
were spectacular “wipe outs.”  Sometimes boats were thrown onto other boats.  Students thrown 
from their boats would be tumbled around and around in the white water and sometimes wonder 
if they would ever get back to the surface for a breath of air. 
 
There was a hard and fast rule that during a wipe out each student was to hold onto his paddle.  
Invariably, someone would lose his during a wipe out.  Some students had teeth knocked out, 
others had large gashes inflicted on their faces or elsewhere from free paddles. 
 
The instructors were quick to capitalize on any situation which could be brought to bear on the 
psyche.  The large surf was one of these situations.  They would have the entire class stand silent 
in the compound for thirty minutes before surf passage so we could listen to the booming sound 
of the surf pounding the beach.  The instructors enjoyed playing with our minds and they were 
good at it.  Members of the class quit rather than face the surf again.  Just when the rest of us 
thought we had mastered our fear of the big kahunas, the time came for class 123 to do “Rock 
Portage”. 
 
For rock portage we would again paddle out through the surf zone, but this time, instead of 
coming straight back in to be slammed onto the nice sandy beach behind the BUD/S compound, 
we would paddle several hundred yards down the beach to a place where there was a large 
formation or rocks in lieu of the sand.  The idea was to paddle in through the surf, which was still 
booming, and land on the rocks. 
 
You don’t have to be an expert in occupational health and safety matters to recognize that this is a 
dangerous thing to do.  Even the instructors recognized the potential for injury to students.  To 
help avoid unnecessary injury, we were instructed to keep our bodies out from in-between the 
IBS and the rocks, “for our own safety.”  They failed to tell us how to do that, however. 
 
During the course of our rock portage, people were slammed into and on top of the rocks.  Boats 
were slammed into and on top of people.  The rocks were very slick and the waves breaking onto 



the rocks or withdrawing off of them tends to wash ones feet from under him.  Then, while he is 
off balance, the next one hits.  It’s total chaos!  Utter confusion!  Everyone got pretty cut up and, 
yes, we lost some people to injuries. 
 
Surf passage and rock portage was just one of the daily evolutions.  Pool evolutions were never 
any fun either.  Besides being cold, we were always training.  Training included interesting and 
useful activities like “drown-proofing”, breath holding, life saving, and panic control.  When we 
did get a break from training the instructors would have us stand under cold showers. 
 
The pool was outside, and so were the showers.  We were in our swim trunks and the ever-present 
cold ocean breeze would blow right through us.  The instructors would never let up on the mind 
games.  We were always cold & wet. 
 
During these first three weeks of Phase I, Class 123 lost a few people here and there.  The 
majority of the class were still around to start Hell Week.  The BUD/S Instructors, during these 
three weeks, were busy identifying which students would probably turn on, or abandon their team 
or buddy when the going got really tough.  They had many ways of doing this of which I will 
mention one. 
 
During physical training, while the class was doing high repetitions of some grueling exercise for 
over an hour, everyone would become thoroughly tired to the point of being in pain.  In come the 
instructors with their mind games.  They would pick out someone in the formation who was 
holding up well despite the grueling exercise.  They would gather around this individual and start 
shouting and hollering at him.  They would tell the whole class in a loud firm voice that, “because 
Petty Officer so-an-so isn’t putting out and doing the exercise correctly, we are going to start all 
over again from the beginning.” 
 
This simple, albeit sadistic, maneuver was very effective at bringing certain unwanted traits out 
into the light of day.  Some guys would totally lose their cool.  They would start screaming at the 
guy telling him they were going to beat his ass, etc. etc.  The instructors just observed and made 
notes.  They would increase their harassment of those individuals in the weeks to come and 
would, in most cases, succeed in getting them to quit.  And they made quitting easy and 
honorable. 
 
It seemed like every day the instructors would ask ten times, “OK, who wants to quit?  Come on 
guys, you don’t have to put up with this shit!  Just ring the bell and get back to a normal life.”  As 
simple as this sounds, it was very effective.  Hearing that all day, day after day, in the morning, 
before every evolution, after every evolution, while we were wet and cold and miserable, it took 
its toll. 
 
Class 123 began Phase I with 86 students and ended the first three weeks with 70 students.  Some 
were injured, some had quit, but there were ten, seven man boat crews ready to start “Hell 
Week”. 
Hell Week” refers to one week of BUD/S training (usually the fourth week of Phase I) when all 
students were pushed to their breaking points, both mentally and physically.  This is a week 
during which the instructors are given carte blanch to deviate from the schedule as necessary to 
assure total demoralization of the class.  This is a week when the majority of the class will quit or 
be forced out of training due to injuries.  Going into Hell Week, all students are aware that 
managing to survive hell week does not guarantee graduation; twenty weeks of training remain 
afterward. 
 



Hell Week begins at midnight on Sunday and ends at sometime on Friday afternoon.  A student 
might get as much as five hours sleep during the whole week if his boat crew finishes a lot of 
evolutions first.  He might not get any sleep if his boat crew continues to finish last during the 
evolutions.  It pays to put out extra effort to win, or to cheat as much as possible without getting 
caught.  Either way, fair and square or by cheating, it pays to come in first. 
 
Everyone eats well during Hell Week.  There is breakfast, lunch, supper and a midnight meal.  
The majority of the meals, though not all, are in the chow hall.  This allows the students some 
time to warm-up a little, drink some hot coffee, drink lots of water to re-hydrate, and consume hot 
foot.  Chow was a very motivating factor during Hell Week.  We found ourselves trying to make 
it from one chow period to the next. 
 
Class 123 began Hell Week in late January during one of the worst storms to hit southern 
California coast in many years.  The temperature during the days reached the mid-40s.  At night 
and in the early morning hours the temperature was in the high thirties.  It rained almost 
continually day and night and the ocean breeze was blowing hard.  It appeared that Class 123 had 
virtually no hope of staying dry for the next week. 
 
Large Army troop tents had been erected for the Hell Week students on the beach behind the 
BUD/S compound.  Folding cots were assembled inside for “sleeping”.  Everyone had been given 
a packing list of clothing to be brought in his sea-bag.  We would live out of that sea-bag for the 
next week. 
 
As we assembled in the large tents early Sunday evening during a blustery portion of the storm, 
we came to realize that everyone was thinking alike.  We had all waterproofed all our extra 
clothes in plastic bags and stowed them in easy to get at places in our sea-bag.  Without an 
exception we each had a “pogie-bait”, known as munchies in civilian life, stashed among our 
clothes.  If a chance would come to put on dry clothes or grab some munchies, we’d be ready. 
 
Inside the compound each boat crew’s IBS (Inflatable Boat, Small) was lined up ready to go.  
During the next week, everywhere we would go, to every evolution, to every meal, everywhere, 
we would carry our IBS on our heads. 
 
At 1800 hours on Sunday we had a muster (took roll).  Afterward we retired to our tents to await 
the start of Hell Week.  Once in our tents we would not be allowed out until it was time to start. 
 
During this waiting period, I went right to sleep.  Some of the others couldn’t or didn’t want to 
sleep for anticipation of the dreaded ordeals to come. 
 
If you’ve been following Class 123 through the first three weeks of training you already know 
that these instructors will not allow Hell Week to start with a whisper.  Mind games would surely 
be the order of the day. 
 
I remember waking up to a lot of whispering among the guys in my tent.  “Someone’s moving 
outside, did you hear it?”  “Yeah!  There’s someone over on this side too!”  “What time is it?”  
“15 minutes before midnight.”  “Oh God, it’s getting ready to start.”  “I hear instructor Tullas 
saying something to another instructor.”  All this in a crescendo of whispers. 
 
Then, just about midnight, all holy hell broke loose.  This was the start of Hell Week.  The point 
referred to as “breakout”.  Breakout came with a bang. 
 



Instructors came into our tents firing M-60 Machine Guns (with blanks of course), throwing 
grenade simulators and smoke grenades, and yelling and screaming such pleasantries as, “Crawl 
you dickheads, get on your bellies and crawl into the compound now!!  Crawl, “&&%$! !&$$, 
crawl!!” 
 
Eventually, through the smoke and the noise everyone crawled their way into the compound.  We 
assembled before an instructor standing on the raised PT platform.  We were given a few simple 
rules to follow for the rest of Hell Week.  The rules, stated as one, said, “Do what you’re told, 
when your told, or you’ll be history.”  Very simple, straightforward rules. 
 
Right on cue, as the verbiage ended the rain began.  Slowly at first, then increasing to a steady 
cold rain.  Class 123 lost two students between breakout and the reading of the rules.  They were 
direct victims of the psychological warfare involved in the training. 
 
Upon returning to the tents we discovered that the instructors had gone through each of our sea-
bags, pulled our clothes out and destroyed our waterproofed bags.  Then we were forced to put all 
our clothes back into the sea-bag and carry them down to the beach and out neck deep into the 
pounding surf.  It was impossible to maintain one’s footing with the white water rushing toward 
the shore or ripping out to meet the next breaker.  It was cold, it was raining, the surf was 
pounding, everything in the sea-bag was thoroughly soaked, and we had the entire week of fun 
and games yet to look forward to. 
 
For thirty minutes we were beat by the surf while the instructors complained to us about how cold 
and miserable it is outside.  They were of course dressed in very warm clothing with waterproof 
coverings.  They were sitting on the twelve-foot berm talking down to us in the water. 
 
After a half hour in the cold pounding surf with wet sea-bags, one of the instructors yelled to us, 
“Hey guys, I’m hungry, I would really like a 3 Musketeers Bar.  I know some of you people have 
buried candy all over this beach from Coronado to Imperial Beach.  If I get my candy bar within 
the next five minutes, I’ll consider letting you guys get out of the water.” 
 
Fifteen more minutes go by.  “Now come-on guys.  I’m “&%$ing hungry.  I want my candy bar 
and I want it now!  You guys will stay in there all “&%$ing night!  Do I make myself clear” 
 
            “How about M&Ms?”, one student yelled. 
 
            “Plain or peanuts?”, the instructor asked. 
 
            “Plain.” 
 
            Long pause, “Okay!” 
 
Out of the water charged a student.  With water pouring out of his sea-bag he ran along the berm 
a little way, stopped, dug into the berm and pulled out two M&M packages.  He ran to the 
instructor, handed him the M&Ms and ran back into the surf with the rest of us.” 
 
“Seeing as how M&Ms weren’t my first choice”, said the instructor with his mouth full of 
M&Ms, “you guys can just stay in there a while.”  A long while passed.  How long I don’t know, 
but, eventually we were allowed out to put our sea-bags on our cots inside the tent so they would 
be out of the rain.  Then we were told to muster with out IBS. 
 



“We are going to do night rock portage.  Does anyone want to quit before you rack yourself up on 
those jagged rocks?  Last chance!  Okay, Let’s go!” 
 
Behind the compound we did our best to paddle out through the surf zone.  Some boat crews were 
more successful than others.  Then we paddled down to a point directly out from the rocks.  I 
remember the paddle over there very well.  It may sound dumb since this was not combat, just a 
rock portage, but one guy in my boat was saying the Lord’s Prayer, and I was as nervous as the 
rest of the guys with the knowledge that there was a good chance that we were going to be hurt on 
this evolution.  But there was also that excitement that comes with the anticipation of danger. 
 
We reached our start position, but the boat crews were strung out for quite a ways due to some 
having had more difficulty making it through the surf.  On the Instructors’ command, white-
flashing lights, two boats at a time would attempt a landing. 
 
The instructors didn’t wait for the stragglers to catch up.  They gave the signal and two boats 
started for the rocks.  As we watched, the first two boats disappeared behind a massive Kahuna.  
With the darkness, nothing else could be seen.  Someone said, “Poor so and sos.” 
 
In the meantime, the last of the boat crews arrive.  We were all bunched in a boat pool waiting for 
the signal to send two more boats in.  Time passed.  Everyone was talking back and forth 
wondering what had happened to the first two boats.  Did they make it?  Were they okay?  How 
rough had it been? 
 
More time passed.  How much time I don’t know but it seemed like a long time.  Then, a red star-
cluster flare exploded above us.  That was the signal to abort the rock portage and land on the 
sandy beach to the right of the rocks.  Everyone was wondering what had happened. 
 
We managed to land, one way or another, on the beach.  There we saw a couple of ambulances 
parked near the rocks with lights flashing.  We could see people being loaded into ambulances on 
stretchers.  We were too far away to identify any of the guys but we knew they were some of our 
classmates. 
 
Eventually we got word that four people were injured and unable to continue BUD/S.  Rock 
portage would be canceled for the rest of the boat crews for tonight. 
 
This now left two boat crews not totally manned.  Since this would happen often, boat crews were 
shuffled around, an IBS was removed and now nine crews would continue into Hell Week.  And 
this first night was still young. 
 
Later we ended up at the Naval Amphibious Base, at the steel piers.  Class 123 got into the water 
and treaded water while the instructors relaxed and watched us.  Eventually, they had us remove 
our pants and inflate them the way we were taught in boot camp during ocean survival training.  
Then they relaxed and watched some more.  This was not a difficult exercise but one guy lost his 
grip on his pants and they sank to the bottom.  The water was black, oil, sickly looking, and 
probably 20 feet dep.  His pants were gone, forever, and he knew it. 
 
This guy did well.  He treaded water until the instructors said it was time to get out of the water.  
Everyone climbed onto the pier, including the poor guy who was naked from the waist down. 
 
The question eventually was raised.  “Where the hell are your pants, son?” 
 



            “I lost them, sir.” 
 
            “You lost them?!  You lost them!!  You lost them in that shitty looking water?!  Everyone 
back into the water, except for you with the rosy cheeks.  You lay right here on this metal pier.  
And take your shirt off too.” 
 
So while this poor kid is laying spread eagle and stark naked on that very, very cold steel pier, the 
rest of the class was in the water diving, trying to find the kids pants.  Of course we had no luck 
but we kept trying until an instructor brought another pair of the kid’s pants from his sea-bag.  
Those pants were very wet and cold when they were delivered. 
 
Dawn came.  Breakfast came.  We started a new day packed with the same kind of physically 
uncomfortable emotionally draining, and mentally abusive activities.  I obviously can’t relate all 
of the experiences during Hell week but there are a few that stand out in my mind as worthy of 
print. 
 
The first full night, Monday night, was notable for the number of people who quit.  We had been 
doing some swimming back and forth along the shore and were now sitting neck deep in San 
Diego Bay.  Three of the instructors were sitting by their pick-up truck watching us.  It was cold!  
Everyone had uncontrollable shakes.  The entire class was lined up sitting side by side and we 
were chilled to the bone. 
 
            I heard one guy say to another, “What rate are you?” 
 
            “I’m a yeoman!” 
 
            “A yeoman?!  What are you doing here?  You could be working in a nice warm office:  
with women!” 
 
            “Yeah, you’re right.”  
 
As I looked at him I could tell he was thinking about it.  Then he stood up and went running up to 
the instructors and quit.  There must have been a lot of others thinking about quitting but didn’t 
want to be the first.  As soon as this first guy started running up to the instructors, five others got 
up and followed him. 
 
The instructors were all smiles.  They wrapped the guys in warm blankets, got them each a cup of 
hot coffee, some jelly donuts, and sat them down where all of us could see and envy them.  That 
hot coffee looked good!!  It was all mind control now.  I can’t begin to convey how cold it was in 
that water.  The uncontrollable shakes are an agony in their own right.  The instructors knew 
exactly what they were doing.  They let us sit right there. 
 
Twelve more people quit during that cold soak.  Not all at once.  One or two would go ashore.  A 
little later three or four would get up and wander up to the instructors.  Eighteen people during 
one small part of one evening.  The instructors didn’t have enough blankets and coffee for 
everyone.  They kept apologizing to the guys who quit, and shuttled them back to BUD/S 
compound to ring the bell and get a hot shower.  The instructors were so happy that we got to stay 
out of the water for about the next five or six hours. 
 
On another occasion, during one of our boat crew evolutions, my boat crew was supposed to be 
paddling to a point near North Island Naval Air Station.  It was dark so we figured we’d try 



cheating.  We got into shallow water, jumped in, and started pulling out boat along.  One of the 
guys yelled, “Hey, where’s Woody?”  Woody was our coxswain.  We looked up on the beach and 
saw him running toward the city of Coronado.  We thought.  “Where the hell is he going?”  We 
thought he might be coming back so we waited a while.  Finally we realized he wasn’t coming 
back. 
 
We found out later that he had decided to quit and when we reached that spot on the beach, he 
was only two blocks from his girlfriend’s apartment.  So he spent the night in blissful splendor 
and then drove to BUD/S the following morning and officially quit.  That sure beats coffee and 
donuts! 
 
One Hell Week evolution is known by several names:  Camp Swampy; The Mud Flats; The 
Sloughs.  All these names refer to a place along the Mexico border where the Tijuana River 
empties into the Pacific.  The river has deposited mud and sewage from the city of Tijuana into a 
perfect playpen for the BUD/S instructors.  We would spend most of one day and an entire night 
at the mud flats. 
 
We started this evolution at the BUD/S compound, then carried our IBS down the beach to the 
Tijuana River.  That is about seven or eight miles of walking.  We had a strong head wind that 
kept trying to blow the IBS off our heads for the entire walk.  And, of course, it’s a race!  The 
constant wind, and amazing lack of rain, dried our clothes, which was nice.  But wrestling with 
the IBS against the wind while racing through soft sand was not at all pleasant. 
 
Eventually, we reached the mud flats.  And of course once the instructors saw that our clothes had 
dried off we had to go “cool off”, or “get a bottom sample.”  We got wet again. 
 
Finally we got to play in the mud.  We had to roll in the mud and stuff mud into each others 
clothes.  We spent hours that afternoon having various kinds of races through the mud, boat crew 
against boat crew, or just wallowing in the mud until we were all entirely covered with mud and 
chilled again to the bone.  Again the uncontrollable shakes came upon Class 123 and people 
began to quit. 
 
Everyone in the class tried to motivate the others.  I heard a story about one class who stood in a 
circle, holding hands and singing that old gospel hymn, We Shall Overcome.  That became that 
class’ motivation.  Together they would endure. 
 
Night came upon the mud flats.  The temperature fell.  We were given box lunches to eat.  Each 
box contained a sandwich, bag of chips, fruit, carrots and a canned drink.  We were allowed to sit 
waist deep in the mud to eat our dinner.  It is important to note that we were COMPLETELY 
covered with mud.  Our hair, our faces, our hands, every part of our body was covered with mud. 
 
To eat a box lunch under those conditions takes a lot of class.  I wiped the mud away from my 
mouth as well as I could, and got my fingers as clean as was reasonably possible.  Then I dug in 
the only way possible.  I placed the food in my mouth, chewed a couple of times, and swallowed.  
I know I ate a lot of mud that day but some things just can’t be helped. 
 
After I had scarfed my meal I took the time to look around at my classmates.  Perhaps one had to 
be there, but I found it funny to watch these guys eat.  All I could see of them was the whites of 
their eyeballs and the whites of their teeth when they opened their mouths. 
 
With our meals we also received our new instructors for the evening.  To make the prospects of a 



fun evening even more promising, Chief Tullas and his group would be our instructors for the 
night.  There are some sets of instructors who are a lot more mellow than others.  Tullas on his 
group were on the other end of the mellow spectrum.  And they were keyed up to the max! 
 
To make the evening complete, as night arrived it started raining again.  In fact, it started 
pouring.  Visibility was reduced to about 100 feet or so.  It was coming down hard.  And it was 
cold! 
 
We played some “stealth movement” games in the mud flats.  We would crawl from one side of 
mud flats to the other, from bush to bush, from ditch to ditch.  Since we were right on the border 
we would occasionally bump into some illegal aliens sneaking into the U.S. by night.  We must 
have looked pretty awful to them because many of them were startled beyond description.  It’s 
probably a wonder that no one has ever been shot! 
 
Tullas and company made sure we spent much time standing neck deep in water.  No one could 
control the shakes any longer and the lack of sleep was having its effects.  People had to help 
others walk to the water.  Twenty-year-old kids walked like they were 95+ years old, bent over 
and barely moving.  And it was still raining. 
 
Later, our class was allowed to sit in some small bleachers put there in the flats for our use.  The 
instructors told us that as long as someone from the class could tell them a funny story they would 
let us stay out of the water.  The instructors had a large bonfire going just far enough away from 
the bleachers so none of the warmth could reach the students.  When a student told a story he 
could stand near the fire to tell it. 
 
When it is cold outside and one’s clothes are wet and he stands near a hot fire, the clothes have a 
tendency to steam.  Now, when the instructors wanted to, they yelled out, “Fire!  Fire!  Student on 
Fire!  Everyone back into the water!” 
 
At that point the class would walk slowly toward the water.  The thought of even touching it sent 
quivers through my body.  We had to go in up to our necks.  Everyone helped everyone else in.  
We tried to say something which would motivate our buddies while our teeth were in an 
uncontrollable chatter.  Looking around, all that can be seen are heads. 
 
The instructors would call out, “On the count of three, I want to see all the heads disappear for 
five seconds and if anyone is slow, we’ll do it until we get it right!  One!   Two!  Three!”  
Everyone submerged, counted to five thousand, and surfaced.  But of course we were still playing 
mind games.  The instructor would call out someone’s name for messing up and we would do it 
again.  This could continue for a half hour before we were allowed into the bleachers again. 
 
We had more stories and more fire drills.  We had hot soup cooked over the bonfire that night, 
and more stories and more fire drills.  And the rain kept pouring down.  And it was cold. 
 
Sometime around two in the morning we were allowed to go to sleep.  That is, each boat crew 
could lay under their IBS, out of the rain.  On the ground, which was wet, in our wet clothes, each 
member of the boat crew lays on top of the other, or huddles “nuts to buns” trying to draw 
warmth from each other.  As cold as we were, it felt good to be out of the rain.  But sleep?  Not 
hardly! 
 
One member of each boat crew had to run around our little camp yelling as he ran, “It’s hell week 
at Camp Swampy and all is well!  It’s hell week at Camp Swampy and all is well!”, over and over 



again.  One trip around the camp would take a maximum of one minute.  After one trip around, he 
would have to wake a member of another boat crew.  If the instructors saw no one running around 
yelling, everyone had to get back in the water and take a bottom sample. 
 
Finally, morning came.  The rain had stopped.  There was frost everywhere.  It was COLD.  
Everyone was praying for the sun to come up fast and hot. 
 
After a few more trips into the mud and a healthy swim in the ocean we were off on our long trip 
back to the compound.  Camp Swampy had claimed some of our classmates!  We had a few less 
boat crews.  But for the rest of us, it was one more step toward finishing Hell Week.  We were 
beginning to understand the old SEALs adage.  “The only easy day was yesterday.” 
 
During the days and nights to follow, we would spend hours and hours paddling our IBSs from 
point to point, racing the other boat crews, of course.  
 
Out of my original boat crew of seven, there were only three of us left.  We merged with another 
boat crew which had an ensign for a coxswain. 
 
Our new coxswain had been born and raised in Poland.  He spoke with a very strong broken 
accent.  His last name began with an S and had about 27 other letters in it.  It was truly one of the 
classic alphabet soup names of the world.  The instructors never called him by his name.  They 
always referred to him as “The Commie.”  “Hey, Commie, you and your boat crew come here!” 
 
The commie was the nicest person to talk to in a non-competitive situation, but when competing 
in an evolution or race, that guy could swear like the entire American navy.  I believe he received 
high marks in “Advanced Vulgarity I” at the University of Warsaw.  I don’t want to belabor the 
point, but this guy was truly remarkable when it came to swearing!  And then, the competition 
was over, he would make a Jeckyl and Hyde transition back to the nicest guy you would ever 
want to talk to.  The other boat crews used to joke about it.  They said they always knew where 
our boat was just by listening. 
 
Lack of sleep, along with the physical evolutions was taking its toll on everyone.  During some of 
the long evening paddles, guys would begin to hallucinate.  They’d see Big Macs and Whoppers 
on the shore or in the sky.  Some would start talking to themselves.  Others would be paddling 
one minute and then just keel over into the water…SPLASH!  They would have fallen asleep on 
the side of the little rubber boat.  Some would fall in, wake up, get back in to the boat and then, 
five minutes later, fall back in again.  I can tell you that as cold as we were, they were not doing it 
on purpose. 
 
Mr. S, the commie, sat in the stern of the boat, steering.  He once fell asleep at the rudder.  But 
rather than falling forward, he fell over backward, and all we saw before he disappeared into the 
water were his feet going backward, up and over. 
 
Our bowel movements were becoming really messed up.  Usually, when someone had to go, he’d 
try to get into the water first.  Sometimes, however, a guy would figure he was just going to fart, 
but out would come the contents of his intestines.  Shit all over.  We were all so tired that we 
might laugh a little and then go back to paddling.  The guy who had the accident would try to 
clean himself.  This happened more than once.  Sometimes it would be a real mess, but no one 
ever gave it more than a chuckle and then just kept paddling.  Somehow it never seemed very 
important. 
 



Another traditional evolution, toward the end of Hell Week, takes place at the outdoor pool on the 
Naval Amphibious Base.  Late at night, and during the early morning hours, the Hell Week class 
holds a water evolution in the pool naked.  I mean bar-assed naked. 
 
At the pool, the water was warmer than the air, so everyone wanted into the water.  Also the cold 
wind was blowing very hard on our evening at the pool.  Having anything besides our hands out 
of the water was intolerable. 
 
We played water polo and other games, half the class against the other.  First team to 5 wins.  The 
price for losing?  A trip to the decontamination station.  The losers would have to get out of the 
water and stand under the outdoor showers for five minutes with only the cold water on.  Then 
back into the water for another game.  Believe me, the games got violent! 
 
We were told to bring an IBS into the pool.  Only one IBS.  Then we had to fit the entire class 
into the one IBS.  At that time we had about 35 people in the class.  In packing thirty-five people 
into an IBS, the guys on the bottom have the worst.  That’s not because of the weight but because, 
as the majority of the class gets in, the IBS takes on water.  It won’t sink, but the guys on the very 
bottom of the pile soon find their heads underwater.  They start kicking and doing whatever it 
takes to get air.  This causes the stack of bodies to go tumbling.  Of course, then we had to do it 
again and again until we could finally do it, for at least a couple of seconds. 
 
One other item of interest about this pool evolution.  Every Hell Week class does basically the 
same thing.  Now, the women’s barracks is located right next to the pool so that the upper floors 
look right down into the pool.  The girls always know when a class is going through Hell Week 
and many of them gather on the upper floor balconies, drinking beer and yelling at the BUD/S 
students in the pool below. 
 
Knowing that the girls are watching has a tendency to pick up the spirits of some of the guys 
while others couldn’t give a damn.  Remember what I said about bowel control?  Yes sir!  More 
than one set of intestines had been emptied into that pool.  Luckily for our class, the pieces were 
big enough to be scooped out so the games could continue. 
 
Remember Njenga and Kabui from Kenya, Africa?  They were from a tropical climate and the 
wet and cold was absolutely pure hell for them.  Over and over they just kept saying in their 
broken English, “It doesn’t *%&%ing matter anymore!”  Before, during and after each evolution 
they would say it.  There is nothing intrinsically funny about their statement.  It was just normal.  
But to hear them say it in their own way was absolutely hysterical and could always bring a smile 
to my face. 
 
Our class almost adopted that expression as its class motto.  I wish we would have because I’ll 
never forget them saying it covered in mud, neck deep in water, bare assed naked standing under 
a cold shower, or in any of the other wonderful situations we managed to endure.  “It just doesn’t 
*&%*ing matter anymore!” 
 
Some other items about Hell week need to be mentioned, so I’ll address them here. 
 
One winter class has the nickname “The Class That Never Was” because they graduated only six 
(6) guys.  Their plaque can be seen along with all the others hanging on the quarterdeck at the 
BUD/S compound.  A lot of class pictures from the fifties and sixties which hang there also show 
classes that small. 
 



There used to be, until the late 60s or early 70s, a West Coast and an East Coast BUD/S.  The 
West coast BUD/S was in Coronado and the East coast BUD/S was in Norfolk, Virginia.  
Naturally, Norfolk is much colder than Coronado.  Try to imagine being cold and wet there! 
 
I’ll relate one story I was told about a winter class in Norfolk.  The class was taken to a golf 
course, to one of the water hazard ponds.  It was covered with ice.  They had to break holes in the 
ice and swim down and pick up golf balls from the bottom.  Although I cannot verify the story, I 
can believe it. 
 
One might get the idea from reading this that student safety is not taken into account.  I want to 
assure you that, as a general rule, it is.  Almost every evening at BUD/S each student is checked 
by a full fledge, bonified, medical doctor.  He determines whether a student continues Hell Week 
or not.  The doctor decides, not the student! 
 
Also, as I mentioned earlier about guys falling asleep while paddling the IBS, one might suspect 
that drowning was a probable, or at least possible event.  During those evolutions, each student is 
required to wear a KA-POC life jacket.  I do not believe that it would be possible to drown while 
wearing one of those jackets even if one made a deliberate effort to do so. 
 
Eventually, Friday afternoon rolled around.  We were a pretty ragged group by that time.  
Naturally the instructors were not through with their psychological warfare.  They told us that 
they were disgusted with our attitudes and that they were going to take advantage of their right to 
make us continue our Hell Week training until Saturday afternoon for sure and possibly until 
Sunday evening if our attitudes didn’t improve!  In the background I could hear, “It just doesn’t 
*&$$ing matter anymore!” 
 
Our scalps hurt like hell to touch from carrying our IBS on our heads all week long.  For a week 
after Hell Week, every time we combed our hair or touched our scalp, dead skin would fall off, 
sometimes in very large patches and the scalp remained painful to the touch.  The thoughts of 
having to place the IBS on it again, to move it another foot, was horrible.  But everyone was 
prepared to do it if we had to.  Perhaps that’s the one overriding lesson in Hell Week, that you can 
always do a lot more than you ever thought possible. 
 
Then, with everyone preparing himself mentally for another day or two of this misery, the 
instructors announced, “Class 123, you are secured from Hell Week!” 
 
We didn’t have to carry the boat any farther than the BUD/S compound to put it away.  Everyone 
was all smiles, patting each other on the back, knowing that it was all over now.  And it had 
stopped raining too. 
 
Class 123 started Hell Week with seventy guys.  Thirty-three would continue SEALs Training.  
Total sleep for my boat crew was five hours, and that’s because Mr. S, the commie, and we won a 
lot of races which allowed us a little time to sleep before the other crews arrived. 
 
After stowing our IBS and picking up our sea-bags we were allowed to get cleaned up, and get 
one more medical check-up, and receive instructions for the weekend, (medical instructions), and 
then go home for the weekend.  Home cloth high quality similar to forged clothing.sweet 
home until Monday morning.  It was really over! 
 
PHASE I, WEEKS 5 THROUGH 8: A PERSONAL ACCOUNT 
 



As I mentioned earlier, the weeks leading up to and including Hell Week were designed to tear 
the students down physically.  The weeks following Hell Week, through graduation, were 
designed to build the students up.  The worst was over but we were all aware that any one of us 
could be taken out of training for failing to perform during the remainder of Phase I. 
 
For the next four weeks we continued to have regular four mile time runs, two mile timed swims, 
timed obstacle course runs and daily ‘conditioning hikes’.  Cold and wet remained a daily 
constant.  We spent more time in pool training evolutions during this period which included life 
saving and drown proofing.  In these we received both instruction and practical exercise. 
 
On the compound we received classroom instruction on such topics as Red Cross first aid, 
hydrographic surveys and atmosphere (look it up).  The term “classroom instruction” conjures up 
the picture of a nice warm dry classroom environment.  Our classroom instruction could easily 
have taken place in such an environment if the instructors had so desired.  But this was BUD/S 
training. 
 
Before class we would have to take a bottom sample so that we would be nice and wet in the 
classroom.  All windows and doors were opened to allow the cold ocean breeze to blow in.  We 
would try to take written notes but everything would become a soggy mess very quickly.  They 
managed to make even classroom instruction very miserable.  Nobody complained.  It was just 
life at BUD/S. 
 
Occasionally, during class, someone would fall asleep.  Each instructor had his own methods of 
punishment.  The most creative, and I believe the most effective, was this:  The guy asleep is 
allowed to sleep undisturbed while the rest of the class takes a bottom sample.  In this way the 
guy responsible for the punishment is the only one not punished by the instructors.  Peer pressure 
usually catches up with the offender and tends to keep others awake. 
 
I have been surprised by all the stories I’ve heard from people about “drown proofing” at BUD/S 
training.  Usually, I’ve discovered that the person telling the story has heard it from a friend who 
heard it from a friend who had a friend who knew someone who went through BUD/S training 
and didn’t quite make it through to graduation.  Needless to say the stories were usually blown 
way out of proportion. 
 
For example, one story went like this:  “Yeah, I hear that in SEAL Training they take you fifteen 
miles out in the ocean, drop off the class, and come back two days later to pick them up.  In the 
mean time they must tread water and fight off sharks.”  Give me a break!!!  This may only be 
untrue because the instructors can’t get permission to do it, but it is nonetheless untrue! 
 
Drown proofing at BUD/S can be very difficult for someone who doesn’t have a strong 
swimming background, but for the average college or high school surfer type individual, the 
evolution is relatively easy.  It all boils down to how much experience one has in the water and 
how relaxed he is in the water. 
 
Drown proofing at BUD/S consists of swimming three simple laps across the pool and back.  
During the first lab, your hands are tied behind your back.  During the second lap, your feet are 
tied together and your ands are free.  For the third lap, both your hands and feet are bound, but 
before you are allowed to begin your lap, you are placed in the deep end of the pool where you 
are required to “bob” a minimum of fifteen times.  Only when the instructor gives the signal can 
you start your lap. 
 



“Bobbing” is a maneuver where you get a bite of air at the surface and then allow your body to 
submerge.  With a slight kick you surface just long enough to get another quick bite of air and 
submerge again.  A student would fail if he panics at anytime or if he would stay on the surface to 
breath before re-submerging.  A “bite of air” is actually quite a descriptive term in this context. 
 
We were taught techniques of drown-proofing during the prior weeks of pool evolutions.  We 
were also given time to practice and encouraged to practice on our own time during the 
weekends.  We knew that when it came time to be tested the pressure would be on because the 
tests were graded PASS/FAIL and there were no retests. 
 
Regardless of how well a student had mastered bobbing and drown-proofing prior to the test, only 
one performance would determine whether he continued in the program.  He could not allow 
himself to mess up.  To panic was to be dismissed from training.  If an instructor thinks he sees 
any signs of panic in the student’s movements, he can keep him bobbing for as long as he wants.  
Fifteen bobs is simply the minimum.  If the instructors don’t like a student and he is a little weak 
in the water, this is one evolution where they can cut him out of the program. 
 
There were a number of other PASS/FAIL tests at the end of Phase I of which I will mention only 
a few.  Each student is required to pass a Red Cross life saving course given by the instructors.  
This may seem like a relatively simple evolution if one forgets that we are talking about BUD/S 
training.  The joke around BUD/S is that the “life-Saving” refers to saving your own life during 
the course.  This is somewhat exaggerated of course, but, depending on ones water experience, 
this could be easy or an exit from the program. 
 
During life saving testing, the pool was divided into four sections to accommodate four different 
tests being administered at the same time.  I remember standing in line waiting for my turn to take 
one of the tests.  At this station, a student was required to tread water while looking straight 
ahead.  No peaking around was allowed.  An instructor would swim up behind the student, put a 
chokehold on him and pull him to the bottom of the pool.  The student was supposed to escape 
using a specific method practiced previously.  Usually, however, the biggest and strongest 
instructors were chosen to apply the chokes. 
 
I was in line waiting my turn with one student ahead of me.  All the instructors disliked this 
particular student because of his “big mouth” and his “attitude”.  Instructor Tullas walked up to 
him just before his turn chewing on a big wad of tobacco.  Tullas looked him straight in the eyes 
and with a big smile said, “Son, how’s it feel to know you’re going to drown in the next couple of 
minutes?” 
 
After the kid got into the water Tullas stood next to me and said, “Krause, let me tell you the 
secret of this maneuver.  Keep your chin down to your chest.  Don’t let that big “&%&!!$& get a 
bear paw around your neck.  Oh!  Look at that!  Didn’t keep his chin down!  Oh, well.  Heh, 
heh.”  Then Tullas walked off. 
 
I watched the instructor bring the kid to the surface and hand him like a limp noodle to the men 
above.  They pumped his stomach on the side of the pool.  The kid had sure swallowed a lot of 
pool water.  Now it was my turn.  I got into the pool, turned my back to the instructors and started 
treading water.  I remember glancing up at the other guys standing in line waiting their turn.  I 
thought I could almost tell by their expressions what might be going on behind me. 
 
Then, bam!  I hadn’t kept my chin down.  Worse than that, I was exhaling when he took me 
under.  We were on the bottom.  I tried “the move” but he was solid on my neck.  I tried 



instinctively to flip him.  No way.  Time was running out.  I looked in front of me and to both 
sides and spotted the nearest wall of the pool and swam for it.  I reached it and pulled my head 
out of the water.  The instructor was still on my back, still choking me.  I tried for a breath of air 
but the instructor just choked harder so I was more gagging than breathing. 
 
The class was yelling encouragement.  “Take him down to the bottom Krause and put it to him.”, 
and, “Take him down Krause!” 
 
I was thinking to myself, “If you think I’m going to let go of this wall you’re crazy.”  Then the 
instructor whispered in my ear, “Go ahead, take me back down.  I’ll let you work “the move” on 
me!”  There was nothing else to do but trust him, so I did.  He let me work it and bring him to the 
surface.  For that, I silently thanked God. 
 
One student from Hawaii was a big surfer and was excellent in the water.  He let the instructor 
take him to the bottom and then he just sat there.  He knew he could hold his breath longer than 
the instructor, so he just waited.  Finally he could feel the instructor’s grip loosen around his 
throat so he worked his move and ever so slowly brought the struggling instructor to the surface.  
He made sure the instructor would be gagging and choking when he reached the surface.  The 
class loved it! 
 
During one of the other tests, one of the instructors somehow ended up sitting on the shoulders of 
one of the students.  The kid’s head was about two feet underwater and he was struggling for air.  
But the instructor sitting on his shoulders wasn’t about to get off.  He was riding this kid like a 
bronco with one arm waving in the air and yelling, “Yea ha!  Ride ‘em cowboy!” 
 
Inspector Tullas said, “Lookie there!  Miller’s got himself a real live one.  Ride him, Miller.  
Don’t let him get away.”  “Yee Ha!” 
 
I couldn’t help but feel sorry for the poor kid but I couldn’t help but laugh.  The sight of the 
instructor riding around the pool in circles yelling, “Yee ha!” was quite hilarious at the time.  I 
think they had to pump that kid’s stomach too. 
 
One of the final tests during this time was the underwater breath-hold.  You start on one side of 
the pool.  On the instructor’s command, you do a forward flip into the water, swim underwater to 
touch the far wall and then swim back again without surfacing.  This is usually not a problem for 
anyone. 
 
One kid, upon flipping into the pool, lost his UDT swimming trunks.  He swam the evolution and 
climbed out of the pool, as required, stark naked.  The instructors got a big kick out of that.  They 
told him that he had cheated because he was required to do the swim with trunks on.  They made 
him do it again, with trunks on, which was more of a joke than to see if he could do it.  [END of 
Hell Week Section from “You Want Us to Do WHAT?”  by Jeff Kraus.  The entire manuscript is 
definitely worth a read – you can find it at:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
FORGE MENTAL TOUGHNESS with SEALFIT 

 
SEALFIT is an integral training program developed by retired Navy Commander, 
competetive athlete and martial artist Mark Divine.  SEALFIT combines training for elite 
fitness, mental toughness, and "kokoro spirit" into a single program delivered through 
daily workouts, an immersion academy, a renowned 50 hour "Kokoro" camp, and a 
growing number of certified coaches delivering SEALFIT at CrossFit gyms around the 
country.    
 

BE UNBEATABLE! 
 
SEALFIT picks up where other elite training programs leave off.  Focusing on the whole 
person, we train to a set of powerful values, and focus as much training on the "inner" 
emotional and spiritual person as we do the "outer" physical person.  Our innovative 
system integrates best practices from CrossFit programming, strength development, 
austere environmental training, team and leadership development, cutting edge sports 
psychology and ancient warrior development techniques. 
 
SEALFIT is a graduate level program scalable to beginners and intermediate trainees via 
our Online Training program, our Academies and through our expert Physical Training 
Coaches at Partner Gyms.  Our clients include Professionals, CrossFit and serious 
athletes, special operations candidates and others who seek serious mental toughness 
training and to learn to operate at peak capacity for long periods of time. 
 

Who We Are... 
  
“By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is noblest; Second, 
by imitation, which is easiest; and third by experience, which is the bitterest.”  -
Confucius 
 
Being SEAL FIT is more than just a sculpted physique; it is a way of life, state of mind 
and a way of orienting oneself in the world. To be SEAL FIT is to embody character 
traits like honor, courage, discipline, integrity, responsibility and leadership. 
SEAL FIT was developed by Navy SEAL CDR Mark Divine for the unique and 
specialized needs of elite athletes, industrial athletes such as special operations forces & 
first responders, and life-long warrior-athletes.  These men and women rely on their 
bodies to work at peak performance over long periods of time, while maintaining an 
unconquerable spirits and unwavering mental toughness.  At SEALFIT we share this 
passion and knowledge with all who seek this way of life. 
The SEALFIT athlete shares these traits, which are distinct from the sport athlete: 
 

1. Must work at near peak output for very long periods of time, with unknown 
periods of rest. 

2. Must be prepared for the known AND equally prepared for the unknown. 
3. Does not always have access to a gym and the “proper” training tools 



4. Is not competing to win, but to survive and accomplish a mission that can have 
life, death or strategic   consequences well beyond their own pay-grade. 

5. Must be strong, but not so concerned with maximal strength. Needs Strength 
Stamina to move heavy stuff far and long. 

6. Must have exceptional endurance and be able to go long, under load 
7. Must have an intense capacity for work in short, medium and long time domains 
8. Must be durable, have powerful core strength, not be prone to injury, and 

knowledgeable about how to sustain the body at a high level of readiness over the 
long haul. 

9. Must be mentally tough and trains to be so 
10. Usually works as part of a unit or team, and works out with that team 
11.  

Not only do we seek elite functional fitness, strength stamina, durability, endurance and 
mental toughness, but we believe that hard physical exercise builds character, self 
confidence and spiritual strength.  These qualities build strong individuals and families 
and allow you to thrive amidst chaos.   
We develop warriors of all walks of life in elite-level fitness, awareness, durability and 
longevity.  We thrive on cultivating the “Kokoro” (warrior) spirit in our clients, helping 
them be unbeatable in life.  We specialize in developing the whole person: elite 
athleticism, durability and mental toughness, emotional control and sense development 
and, perhaps most important, spiritual strength.  
 

MISSION 
 
Our Mission at SEALFIT is to develop mental toughness and promote spiritual growth in 
our clients - changing their lives and the lives of those they touch in the process. 
 

STAND 
 
The world is unpredictable and chaotic. Destiny favors the prepared (in mind, body and 
spirit). Hard physical training, proper nutrition, and strong values are foundational to 
living a good life. Personal Growth encompasses the whole person: physical, mental, 
emotional and spiritual. We believe that there is an athlete and warrior within everyone.  
Leadership is best shown through example. We use what works and discard what 
doesn’t. We innovate. We treat everyone with respect, encouragement, and sometimes, 
tough love. The defining attributes of SEALFIT leaders is an unconquerable spirit, a 
burning desire to better oneself, and service to your teammates and communities 
 

VALUES 
 

• Loyalty – to our family and our team 
• Service – to others before self 
• Honor and integrity – in public as well as in private 
• Leadership and followership – we must be good at both to be effective at anything 
• Responsibility – we take it for both our actions and those of our teammates 
• Discipline – the only easy day was yesterday 



• Innovation – adapt, improvise and overcome 
 

SEAL FIT is demanding, but extremely effective, fun and scalable to meet the needs of 
both beginners and advanced trainees. 

 
  

Mark Divine 
SEAL FIT Founder & Head Coach 

 

 
 
Mark Divine is founder and CEO of US Tactical, inc. which operates SEALFIT,  
NavySEALs.com and US CrossFit.  He started his athletic career as a collegiate swimmer 
and rower, then competitive triathlete and martial artist before joining the Navy in 1990 
as an officer.  He graduated honor-man of his SEAL training class and served on active 
duty for nine years.  Mark retired as a Commander from the Navy Reserves in 2011. 
At NavySEALs.com and now SEALFIT, CDR Divine has trained and mentored 
thousands of Navy SEAL and other Special Ops candidates to succeed in the most 
demanding military training programs in the world.  His success rate with SEALFIT in 
preparing candidates is unrivaled. 
 
Mark’s insights into elite fitness, elite teams, leadership, mental toughness and warrior 
spirit development were developed over his 20 years as a SEAL and business leader, 25 
years as a martial artist and 15 years as yoga practitioner.  The integration of these 
Western and Eastern training practices is what makes SEALFIT such an effective training 
program for serious athletes and leaders.  SEALFIT trainees are people seeking a higher 
level of training, thinking and leading - one that encompasses the full spectrum of human 
experience – Body, Mind and Spirit in Self, Team and Organization.  Mark’s 
certifications and honors include: 
 
Certifications, experience, honors: 
 
BUD/s class 170 Honor man 
SEAL TEAM 3 Platoon CDR 
Commanding Officer, NR SEAL 
TEAM 1 
Commander, US Navy Reserves 
Colonel, Kentucky Order of 
Colonels 

Ashtanga Yoga Instructor 
training 
Combat Defense Master Trainer
S.C.A.R.S. Military H2H 
instructor 
Seido Karate: black belt 
Goju Ryu Karate: black belt 



  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ambassador, SEAL (NSW) 
Foundation 
Adjunct Prof of Leadership, USD 
CrossFit certified and affiliate owner
CrossFit Olympic Lifting certified 

Saito Ninjutsu: brown belt 
CPA, New York State 
MBA, NYU Stern School of 
Business 
BA, Economics, Colgate 
University 



ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAMS 
 
1.  Kokoro Club - Forge Mental Toughness and Warrior Spirit 

• $9.95 a month 
• 3 month minimum 
• rolls over to a month to month subscription after 3 months 
• Full access to all specialized content on training mental toughness, developing 

awareness, leadership and teamwork.  Member only forums, articles, audio 
downloads, videos and e-books with content added weekly.  

 
2.  Online Training – Forge Elite Fitness Anywhere 

• $29.95 a month 
• 3 month minimum 
• rolls over to a month to month subscription after 3 months 
• 3 standard workout programs to choose from:  Pre-SOF, Pre-Training and Basic 

Training 
• Dedicated Forum and Performance Journal for feedback “& accountability 
• Kokoro Club included 
•  

3.  Personal Training – Forge Elite Fitness with a dedicated Coach 
• $299.00 a month 
• 3 month minimum 
• rolls over to a month to month subscription after 3 months 
• Personalized Fitness Program designed for you by a SEALFIT coach 
• Weekly phone or email contact for feedback and accountability 
• Dedicated Forum and Performance Journal  
• Kokoro Club included 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SEALFIT TRAINING PROGRAMS 
 
2011 Training Schedule (pdf download) 
 
Pre-Requisites for training events - click here 
 
REGISTRATION AND CANCELLATION POLICY 
 
SEALFIT training programs develop mental toughness, unbeatable spirit, confidence to 
prevail against all odds...and will shatter your perceived limits and catapult your training 
to the next level. 
SEALFIT is an integral functional fitness program that covers the full-spectrum of fitness 
and self-awareness skills, raining the mind, body, and spirit in the warrior-athlete 
tradition.  Integrating strength, stamina, endurance, mental toughness, awareness, and 
durability training, SEALFIT meets the needs of serious athletes and professionals who 
must work at or near peak capacity for extended periods of time. 

 
    
 
KOKORO CAMP  
 

 
 
SEALFIT Kokoro Camp is the world's premier training camp for forging mental 
toughness and the warrior spirit.  The camp is an intense crucible experience based off of 
the famous Navy SEAL Hell Week concept, but with a focus on teaching through 
experience, rather than making you quit.  Our mission is to develop mental toughness and 
promote your spiritual growth in this one of a kind training.  Leadership, Building Elite 
Teams, Self Mastery, Character and Kokoro (unconquerable spirit) are trained and tested 
through 50 hours of intense physical and internal work.  
SEAL FIT Camp leverages cutting-edge warrior - athlete training practices to include 
CrossFit (high intensity functional fitness), Leadership, Self-mastery, Awareness 
development, Warrior yoga, Attention control, Goal Setting, Stress Management, 
Visualization, Mission Planning, Mental toughness and Durability training.  The program 
is intense – a 10 on a 10-point scale of difficulty – and suitable for those who have been 
training CrossFit or for a Special Operations Selection program for some time. 
2011 Camps:  February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, 
October, November 

 
 
  
 
 



3 WEEK ACADEMY  
 

 
 
SEALFIT ACADEMY has a repuation as the world's leading live-in sport's academy for 
serious special operations candidates and other athletes seeking the ultimate experience to 
sharpen the blade of their performance.  Offered in a full 3 week immersion experience 
that includes elite fitness, leadership, teambuilding, mental toughness, eastern awareness 
and sports psychology training, warrior yoga, combat defense, running, swimming and 
rucking.  SEALFIT Kokoro camp is your graduation exercise.  Please read the FAQ to 
see what pre-requisites may apply to your choice. 

 
 
 
 
 
1 WEEK ACADEMY 
 

 
 
The 1 Week/ 5 day Academy is a great alternative for those who want to experience the 
SEALFIT Academy curriculum, but cannot manage the 3 week time commitment. While 
difficult and challenging, the program is scalable to various levels of fitness. You will 
live and train onsite at our SEALFIT Training Center in Encinitas CA.. Training begins at 
5:30am and ends at approximately 7:00pm; Sunday through Thursday. During this time 
you will experience strenuous physical training sessions,  leadership, teambuilding, 
mental toughness, eastern awareness and sports psychology training, warrior yoga, 
combat defense, running, swimming, and rucking. The 5 day program is packed with 
valuable information and provides an unparalleled experience. 
Payment plans are available with no interest or fees. Contact info@SEALFIT.comor call 
(760) 634-1833 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting              (760) 634-
1833      end_of_the_skype_highlighting. 
If you are interested in combining this Academy with the 3 day Kokoro Camp, please 
select this program for registration and pricing. 
 

 
  
    
 
 



CERTIFICATION  
 

 
 
Becoming a SEALFIT Certified Trainer is rigorous and is suitable for serious athletes 
and coaches interested in coaching more than just physical skills.  A SEALFIT Coach 
will be asked to demonstrate the physical level of coaching Strength, Stamina, Work 
Capacity, Endurance and Durability, as well as programming and coaching for mental 
Toughness and Team WODs.  The SEALFIT Trainer must be able to take their trainees 
into new territory with a keen understanding of developing the whole person, cultivating 
tough minds, bodies and spirits.  
With SEALFIT we must walk the path that we seek to teach.  Thus personal mastery is at 
the crux of being a good trainer & mentor.  SEALFIT Certified Trainers are part of an 
elite group.  You are not required to have military experience to become a SEALFIT 
Certified Trainer; rather you must demonstrate the personal mastery, kokoro (unbeatable 
spirit) and leadership skills that represent SEALFIT. 
 
Certification pre-requisites: 

• CrossFit Level 2; or Level 1 with minimum 1 year coaching experience. 
• Completion of SEALFIT Kokoro Camp 

 
Certification process: 

• Submit proof of pre-requisites and enroll 
• Successfully complete 3 day Level I course with 80% or better grade on written 

and practical tests. 
• Submit your SEALFIT training program within 30 days of course end. 
• After training program approval you will be certified to coach SEALFIT for 5 

years.  
• Re-certification required every 5 years. 
• Certification is a both valuable credential to add to your resume, and authorizes 

you to coach SEALFIT workouts to clients.  NOTE: If you are an affiliate owner, 
or intend to coach at a CrossFit (or similar) gym, the gym should enroll as a 
SEALFIT partner gym to leverage the Partner Gym benefits. 

 
Certification Course Covers: 
·        SEALFIT training philosophy & standards 
·        SEALFIT tools and movements 
·        Coaching Mental Toughness and Leadership 
·        Programming Basics 
·        Grinder PT, Log PT and 
·        SEALFIT Warrior Yoga (Basic Level) 
·        Eccentric Stretching (Basic Level) 
·        Awareness & Kokoro Spirit Development 



AFFILIATE OWNER PARTNER GYM PROGRAM:   
 
Please contact us to learn about our Partner Gym Program.  The program includes co-
marketing, a generous referral program and special pricing for Partner Gyms.  
Please contact us at info@sealfit.com to answer any questions or to enroll.

 
 
 
COMBAT DEFENSE SEMINAR 
 

 
 
Based on hand-to-hand combat / close quarters unarmed combat & offensive tactics 
taught to Navy SEALs, this is a hard-hitting, no-nonsense fighting system designed 
to "END THE THREAT" … immediately!  It is scaled for civilian applications with 
over 12 hours of actual fight training over two days.  The goal of this training is to 
make you "Street Lethal" and able to defend against any threat. 

• SEAL FIT Training philosophy and WODs (Workouts Of the Day) 
• Combat defense strategy and tactics 
• Offensive attitude and awareness 
• Body dynamics and target selection 
• Throws, joint locks, and take-downs 
• Fighting in different environmental conditions 
• Defending against chokeholds, grabs, sneak attacks, knife, and gun attacks 

  
 

 
 
 
If you have questions on any of our programs, please visit our web site at 
www.SEALFIT>COM,  email us at info@sealfit.com  or call us at (760) 634-1833.   
 
Read first-hand accounts of our programs HERE. 
 


